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Course List
Course Name: MATH1060: MAT DECISION MAKING
Call Number: 90-163
Period: 01:00P-02:00P MTWRF
Semester: Summer 2007
Instructor: M GUY
Evaluation Start Date: 09 Jul 2007
Evaluation End Date: 01 Aug 2007
Current stats for that class:
1. The instructor was well prepared for class.
Average: 3.86364
Standard Deviation: 0.35125
19;86.4% Strongly Agree
3;13.6% Agree
0;0.0% Neutral
0;0.0% Disagree
0;0.0% Strongly Disagree
0;0.0% No Answer

2. The instructor used class time effectively to assist
students in learning.
Average: 3.59091
Standard Deviation: 0.90812
17;77.3% Strongly Agree
3;13.6% Agree
0;0.0% Neutral
2;9.1% Disagree
0;0.0% Strongly Disagree
0;0.0% No Answer

3. The instructor was responsive to questions in class.
Average: 3.77273
Standard Deviation: 0.42893
17;77.3% Strongly Agree
5;22.7% Agree
0;0.0% Neutral
0;0.0% Disagree
0;0.0% Strongly Disagree
0;0.0% No Answer

4. The instructor was available for individual
consultation.
Average: 3.45455
Standard Deviation: 0.80043
14;63.6% Strongly Agree
4;18.2% Agree
4;18.2% Neutral
0;0.0% Disagree
0;0.0% Strongly Disagree
0;0.0% No Answer

5. The instructor provided prompt and helpful
feedback on homework, quizzes, and tests.
Average: 3.86364
Standard Deviation: 0.35125
19;86.4% Strongly Agree
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6. The instructor has been effective in increasing
interest in the material.
Average: 3.54545
Standard Deviation: 0.67098
14;63.6% Strongly Agree
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6;27.3% Agree

0;0.0% Neutral

2;9.1% Neutral

0;0.0% Disagree

0;0.0% Disagree

0;0.0% Strongly Disagree

0;0.0% Strongly Disagree

0;0.0% No Answer

0;0.0% No Answer

7. Your answer to this final question, along with your
other ratings and comments, will help the Mathematics
Department to recognize faculty members whose
teaching is truly outstanding. I rate my professor in
this course as:
Average: 3.50000
Standard Deviation: 0.67259
13;59.1% Outstanding (exceptional teacher)
7;31.8% Superior (above average to excellent)
2;9.1% Good (a solid and competent teacher)
0;0.0% Fair (improvement needed)
0;0.0% Poor (seriously deficient)
0;0.0% No Answer

Comments:
There are 17 comments for this course:
Please comment briefly on specific aspects of this instructor's teaching which in your opinion
particularly deserve praise and criticism such as assignments, grading, testing, methods of
instruction, enthusiasm, etc.:
Although the course material was in my opinion easy, Dr. Guy was able to make it interesting and help
those in the class who did have difficulty grasping it while making class interesting for those who got it
quickly. This is what a CORE class should be like!
Dr. Guy is a great guy!
enjoyed the class
Excellent teacher and teaching methods! He did a great job by using examples of things that interest
students currently to help better understand the math!
GREAT PROFESSOR!!!!! made learning not only fun but also as easy as possible. Would definitely look
into getting him as a professor again if at all possible
Guy was a great teacher. He made class interesting and fast paced
He was awesome and made class enjoyable..a great teacher overall.
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I feel that G. Michael Guy is a great teacher. I have no criticisms for him.
I really enjoy coming to class everyday. He made the topics we learned in class very interesting.
it is obvious that he enjoys teaching this subject. he taught well and made the material more
understandable.
Just a damn good teacher!
Made class interesting!
Michael Guy was helpful, entertaining, and very thorough and fair in his teaching.
Mr. Guy is an outstanding math teacher. I have struggled with math my entire life and I have never had a
teacher make learning math so easy to understand. His classroom teaching methods and interactive website
are excellent.And, his sense of humor is almost entertaining.
My instrutor Guy explain the course very good. His commnication with the class was also clear.
My teacher was always very prepared for class. I really did enjoy the class and feel it taught me concepts
that I can use in life. However I feel like there was to much down time and the given class time was not
used adequately. For example he would ask us what we should do next on a problem, which were just
learning, and just wait for us to pull it out of the air. One time he waisted almost 20 minutes when he could
have just told us what to do next.
this was a pretty good class. mr. guy was good at making these topics interesting, when they could have
been pretty boring. good teacher.
Number of students in this course: 25
Number of evaluations for this course: 22
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